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Air Quality Advisory Committee 
Minutes: October 24, 2018 Meeting 

 
Next Meeting:  TBD based on 2019 meeting planning poll, but expected to be Wednesday, 
February 20, 2019.  Location to be confirmed after library room scheduling opens (expected to 
be in the Brookwood Library, 2850 NE Brookwood Pkwy, Hillsboro, OR 97124) 
 
Attendees: 
     Members present: 

Robert Bailey 
Tori Cole 
Mark Mueller 
Carly Riter 
Stephanie Shanley 
Tom Wood 
 

     Invited Guest/Expert 
 Dr. Ron Sahu 

 
     Facilitator 

John Harland 
      
 
Notes 

1. Introductions: Members of the AQAC introduced themselves – members in attendance 
listed above.  It was agreed by all AQAC members present to proceed with the meeting 
because Dr. Sahu had made the trip to present his review of the Ambient Air Monitoring 
report, even though there was not a quorum of Neighbor Group representatives  

2. Open items for members of the Community 

• A community member indicated he was very interested in the outcome and 
process of the ambient air quality monitoring.  He indicated he had reviewed the 
Intel emergency planning documents on file with the state Fire Marshall and at 
EPA Region 10 in Seattle. 

3. Open items for members of the AQAC 

• Robert Bailey expressed surprise no one from Air Sciences, who conducted the 
air quality monitoring, was present.  Tori Cole explained that Air Sciences 
expertise is in conducting the sampling and testing and was requested not to 
attend.  Dr Ron Sahu was hired by the Neighbor Groups to provide interpretation 
of what the data means.  Under the Good Neighbor Agreement, the testing 
contractor and evaluation expert were hired by the Neighbor Groups.  Intel paid 
for the testing and the expert review.  Robert Bailey also expressed 
disappointment there were no “hard copies” of the report present (only 
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electronic versions of the report were emailed to AQAC members on 10-18-
2018).    

• Tori Cole discussed identifying new members of the AQAC.  Intel representatives 
pointed out that the Good Neighbor Agreement specifies that the Neighbor 
Groups (NCA and NEDC) appoint their representatives to the AQAC and these 
representatives are not subject to AQAC or Intel approval 

4. Ambient Air Quality Monitoring Report:   
Tori Cole introduced Dr. Ron Sahu.  Dr. Sahu has over 20 years of experience in 
environmental consulting throughout the US.  He was hired by the Neighbor 
Groups to help design and review the Health Risk Assessment (HRA) and to help 
with the selection of Air Sciences to conduct the Ambient Air Monitoring. 
 
Dr Sahu summarized the history of the ambient air monitoring.  He indicated 
that HRA’s have become fairly routine over the last several decades, but the 
limitation is what goes into the air dispersion model.  Dr. Sahu agreed to a non-
disclosure agreement (NDA) with Intel and was given access to Intel process 
chemistry data during the development and acceptance of the emission 
inventory that was used in the air dispersion model.  The results of the Health 
Risk Assessment was driven by this emission inventory and model inputs 
including five years of local meteorological data to identify areas forecast to have 
the highest concentrations.   
 
The results of the HRA helped to identify the locations expected to have the 
highest emission concentrations that would be used for the ambient air 
monitoring.  The locations of the ambient air monitoring stations are shown in 
slide 4 of the October meeting materials.  Three of the sampling locations were 
close to the Intel property line in the direction of the prevailing winds; in 
addition, there was a sampling location by Liberty HS, north of the Ronler Acres 
facility and north of Hwy 26, in a location to assess the impact of southerly 
winds.  A background monitoring station was located at Hare Field to show 
normal air quality expected in an area uninfluenced by any Intel emissions.  Data 
from Hillsboro airport show the wind very seldom comes from Intel in the 
direction of Hare Field.   
 
Sampling was completed between Feb 1 and July 31 2018 to give results for 
different seasonal wind patterns and matches the yearly wind rose trends well. 
 
Dr. Sahu discussed the results of the ambient air testing for Ammonia, HF, 
particulate matter less than 2.5 micrometers in diameter (PM2.5) and volatile 
organic compounds (VOC) at the different monitoring locations.  See the 
presentation materials prepared by Dr. Sahu.  The full ambient air monitoring 
report is posted on the AQAC web site (www.oraqac.com) .  The results show 
little variation between the background and sites expected to have the highest 
concentration.  The results fall within normal levels expected within the US. 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/54b6c246e4b0ff956979a706/t/5bd4aa8cf9619a35267f8074/1540663963873/Oct+2018+meeting+Materials+10-18.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/54b6c246e4b0ff956979a706/t/5bd4aa8cf9619a35267f8074/1540663963873/Oct+2018+meeting+Materials+10-18.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/54b6c246e4b0ff956979a706/t/5bd4a928c830255a54baaf7e/1540663612378/Ambient+Air+Quality+Monitoring+final+report+10-18.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/54b6c246e4b0ff956979a706/t/5bd4a928c830255a54baaf7e/1540663612378/Ambient+Air+Quality+Monitoring+final+report+10-18.pdf
http://www.oraqac.com/
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There was also little difference between the results whether the wind was 
blowing from Intel past the monitoring locations or in the other direction (ie 
uninfluenced by Intel emissions). 
 
Dr Sahu discussed the impact of wind speed.  It is expected that any impact from 
Intel would be highest if there were slower winds.  While the amount of 
chemicals varied with wind speed as expected, there was little difference 
between concentrations measured at the monitoring locations by the Intel 
property line and the background monitoring station. 
 
Comment from Robert Bailey:  about wind flows for Liberty High School, the Air 
Science report states that the monitoring station had been placed behind (north 
of) a building.  Robert indicated this could have been an obstacle to its intended 
purpose to capture wind coming from Intel to the south  

i. Response: In 6 months sampling there were many days with wind from 
the south, these were most days when no VOCs were detected 

Question from Community Member: Were emissions from the Intel Aloha 
Campus included?   

i. Response: The Aloha emissions were included in the health risk 
assessment and so were included in selecting the sampling locations with 
the highest expected concentrations 

Question from Community member:  Intel keeps changing the way it makes 
chips and is increasing production.  What is being done to keep the emissions 
inventory up to date? 

ii. Response: Intel has committed to review the emissions inventory for 
calendar year 2020 

 
Dr Sahu thanked the AQAC, NCA, Intel and the community for the opportunity to 
provide support for the HRA and the ambient air monitoring.  The project has 
brought in new data to help build trust.  

 
5. Good Neighbor Agreement Specified Agenda Topics:  Rafe Christopherson, Intel, 

reviewed the information in the meeting presentation materials, that can be found on 
the AQAC web site (www.ORAQAC.com).  Rafe indicated that Intel will be sampling for 
crystalline silica as agreed in the good neighbor agreement and that the testing is open 
for any AQAC member to observe 

6. Topics for next meeting agenda were discussed 

• Standing agenda items: 
i. DEQ Submittals 

ii. Stack Testing Update 
iii. Project Update 

7. Meeting schedule for 2019 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/54b6c246e4b0ff956979a706/t/5bd4aa8cf9619a35267f8074/1540663963873/Oct+2018+meeting+Materials+10-18.pdf
http://www.oraqac.com/
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• Potential dates for AQAC meetings in 2019 were discussed and it was decided that 
John Harland would send out a poll to members of the AQAC to select the best dates 

 


